Dear <title> <surname>,

The European Association for Signal Processing (www.EURASIP.org) has initiated a PhD thesis database, where full-text PhD theses in the area of signal, speech and image processing can be freely posted and downloaded. The PhD thesis database is part of EURASIP's 'Open Library', which also contains a collection of freely downloadable conference proceedings -including all recent EUSIPCO proceedings. We believe that the 'Open Library' in general, and the PhD thesis database in particular will be a very valuable source of information, a place where documents can be posted and found that are otherwise typically not well distributed.

With this message, we would like to invite you to make PhD theses from your Institute available through our database. We also invite you to forward this invitation to your collaborators and colleagues. To make the PhD thesis database fully representative, we indeed invite everyone who has recently -and not so recently- defended or supervised a PhD thesis in the area of signal, speech and image processing, to post it in our database. PhD manuscripts written in any European language are accepted, when complemented by an abstract written in English.

Sincerely yours

Marc Moonen
EURASIP President